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Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to illustrate the use of the augmented epsilon-constraint method
implemented in general algebraic modelling system (GAMS), aimed at optimizing the geometry of a
thermoacoustic regenerator. Thermoacoustic heat engines provide a practical solution to the problem of
heat management where heat can be pumped or spot cooling can be produced. However, the most
inhibiting characteristic of thermoacoustic cooling is their current lack of efficiencies.
Design/methodology/approach – Lexicographic optimization is presented as an alternative
optimization technique to the common used weighting methods. This approach establishes a
hierarchical order among all the optimization objectives instead of giving them a specific (and most of
the time, arbitrary) weight.
Findings – A practical example is given, in a hypothetical scenario, showing how the proposed
optimization technique may help thermoacoustic regenerator designers to identify Pareto optimal
solutions when dealing with geometric parameters. This study highlights the fact that the geometrical
parameters are interdependent, which support the use of a multi-objective approach for optimization in
thermoacoustic.
Originality/value – The research output from this paper can be a valuable resource to support
designers in building efficient thermoacoustic device. The research illustrates the use of a lexicographic
optimization to provide more meaningful results describing the geometry of thermoacoustic
regenerator. It applies the epsilon-constraint method (AUGMENCON) to solve a five-criteria mixed
integer non-linear problem implemented in GAMS (GAM software).
Keywords Design, Implementing, Managing and practicing innovation, Optimization algorithms,
Mechanical design, Modelling, Multi-objective/attribute decision-making, Design strategies
Paper type Research paper
1. Introduction
This work illustrates the use of lexicographic optimization and demonstrates how
multi-objective optimization approach can be used to optimize the design and
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performance of thermoacoustic devices. Thermoacoustics combines the branches of
acoustics and thermodynamics together to move heat by using sound. While acoustics
is primarily concerned with the macroscopic effects of sound transfer like coupled
pressure and motion oscillations, thermoacoustics focusses on the microscopic
temperature oscillations that accompany these pressure changes. Thermoacoustics
takes advantage of these pressure oscillations tomove heat on amacroscopic level. This
results in a large temperature difference T between the hot and cold sides of a solid
material and causes refrigeration (Swift, 1988).
In the process, the solid material acts as a regenerator (or stack).When a temperature
difference is applied across this regenerator and a sound wave passes through the
regenerator from the cold to the hot side, a parcel of gas executes a thermoacoustic cycle.
The gas will subsequently be compressed, displaced and heated, expanded, displaced
again and cooled (Figure 1). During this cycle, the gas is being compressed at low
temperature, while expansion takes place at high temperature. This means that work is
performed on the gas. The basic mechanics behind thermoacoustics are already well
understood. A detailed explanation of the way thermoacoustic coolers work is given by
Swift (1988) and Wheatley et al. (1985).
Figure 2 shows a very simple prototypical standing wave, quarter-wavelength
thermoacoustic engine. The closed end of the resonance tube is the velocity node and the
pressure antinode. The porous stack is located near the closed end, and the interior gas
experiences large pressure oscillations and relatively small displacement. Heat input is
provided by a heating wire, causing a temperature gradient to be established across the
stack (in the axial direction). A gas in the vicinity of thewalls inside the regenerative unit
experiences compression, expansion and displacement when it is subject to a sound
wave. Over the course of the cycle, heat is added to the gas at high pressure, and heat is
withdrawn from it at low pressure. This energy imbalance results in an increase of the
Figure 1.
Sequence of process
steps in regenerator
Figure 2.
Prototype of a
small-scale
thermoacoustic
engine or prime
mover
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pressure amplitude from one cycle to the next, until the acoustic dissipation of the sound
energy equals the addition of heat to the system (Swift et al., 2000; Bastyr and Keolian,
2003; Poese et al., 2004; Backhaus and Swift, 2000). Research is therefore focussing on
optimizing the modelling approach, so that thermoacoustic coolers can compete with
commercial refrigerators.
Optimization techniques as a design supplement have been under-utilized prior to
Zink et al. (2009) and Trapp et al. (2011) studies. Some existing efforts include Minner
et al. (1997), Wetzel and Herman (1997), Besnoin (2001) and Tijani et al. (2002) studies. A
common trait of all these studies is the utilization of a linear approach while trying to
optimize the device. Additionally, most studies [the exception being the Minner et al.
(1997) study] have been limited to parametric studies to estimate the effect of single
design parameters on device performance and ignored thermal losses to the
surroundings. These parametric studies are unable to capture the nonlinear interactions
inherent in thermoacoustic models with multiple variables, and could only guarantee
locally optimal solutions.
Considering these optimization efforts, Zink et al. (2009) and Trapp et al. (2011)
illustrate the optimization of thermoacoustic systems, while taking into account thermal
losses to the surroundings that are typically disregarded. Mathematical analysis and
optimization is used to illustrate the conflicting nature of objective component
considered in theirmodelling approach. In spite of the introductory nature of theirworks
with respect of their plans to expand it and include a driven thermoacoustic
refrigerators, the presented works are important contributions to thermoacoustics, as it
merges the theoretical optimization approach with thermal investigation in
thermoacoustics. Therefore, as several conflicting objectives have been identified, an
effort to effectively implement the epsilon-constraint method for producing the Pareto
optimal solutions in a multi-objective optimization mathematical programmingmethod
is carried out in this paper. This has been implemented in the widely used modelling
language general algebraic modelling system (GAMS) (General Algebraic Modelling
System, www.gams.com). As a result, GAMS codes arewritten to define, to analyse, and
solve optimization problems to generate sets of Pareto optimal solutions unlike previous
studies.
The remainder of this paper is organized in the following fashion: in Section 2, the
modelling approach is presented. The fundamental components of the mathematical
model characterizing the standing wave thermoacoustic heat engine are presented in
Section 3. Section 4 describes the solution methodology of the multi-objective
mathematical programming (MMP) problem. In Section 5, an illustration of the
proposed approach is considered for a thermoacoustic couple (TAC). Section 6 concludes
and presents all the results found in Appendix.
2. Modelling approach
In this section, the modelling approach for the physical standing wave engine depicted
in Figure 2 is discussed; the development of the mathematical model and its
corresponding optimization is included in Sections 3 and 4.
2.1 Simplification of thermoacoustic regenerator model
The optimization problem is reduced to a two-dimensional domain because of the
symmetry present in the stack. Two constant temperature boundaries are considered,
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namely, one convective boundary and one adiabatic boundary, as shown inFigure 3. For
this model, only the regenerator geometry is considered; the model considers variation
in operating condition and the interdependency of stack location and geometry.
Five different parameters are considered to characterize the regenerator:
(1) L: Stack length.
(2) H: Stack height.
(3) Za: Stack placement (with Za  0 corresponding to the closed end of the
resonator tube).
(4) Stack spacing.
(5) N: Number of channels.
Those parameters have been allowed to vary simultaneously.
2.2 Objectives
Five different objectives, as described by Trapp et al. (2011), namely, two acoustic
objectives (acoustic work W of the thermoacoustic engine and viscous resistance RV
through the regenerator) and three thermal objectives (convective heat flow Qconv,
radiative heat flow Qrad and conductive heat flow Qcond) are considered to measure the
quality of a given set of variable value that satisfies all of the constraints. Because work
is the only objective to be maximized, its negative magnitude will be minimized along
with all of the other components. Ultimately, optimizing the resulting problemgenerates
optimal objective function value G  W, RV* Qconv* , Qrad* , Qcond*  and optimal solution
x* L*, H*, d*, Za*, N*.
As the five objectives are conflicting in nature (Trapp et al., 2011), a multi-objective
optimization approach has been used. The ultimate goal of the multi-objective
optimization problem is to simultaneously maximize (or minimize) objective functions.
As some of the objective functions conflict with each other, there is no exactly one
solution but alternative solutions. Such potential solutions which cannot improve all the
objective functions simultaneously are called efficient (Pareto optimal) solutions
(Miettinen, 1999).
According to Hwang andMasud (1979), the methods for solving MMP problems can
be classified into three categories, based on the phase in which the decision-maker
involves in the decision-making process expressing his/her preferences: the a priori
methods, the interactive methods and the a posteriori or generation methods. The a
posteriori (or generation) methods give the whole picture (i.e. the Pareto set) to the
decision-maker, before his/her final choice, reinforcing thus, his/her confidence to the
final decision. In general, the most widely used generation methods are the weighting
method and the epsilon-constraint method. These methods can provide a representative
subset of the Pareto set which in most cases is adequate. The basic step towards further
penetration of the generation methods in the multi-objective mathematical problems is
to provide appropriate codes in a GAMS environment and produce efficient solutions.
3. Illustration of the optimization procedure of the regenerator
3.1 Boundary conditions
Thefive variables L, H, d, Za, Nmay only take valueswithin the certain lower and upper
bounds. The feasible domains for a thermoacoustic regenerator are defined as follows:
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Figure 3.
Computational
domain
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Lmin  L  Lmax
Hmin  H  Hmax
dmin  d  dmax
Zamin  Za  Zamax  L
Nmin  N  Nmax
(1)
L, H, d, Za andN 
with:
dmin  2k and dmax  4k (Tijani et al., 2002) (2)
Additionally, the total number of channels N of a given diameter d is limited by the
cross-sectional radius of the resonance tube H. Therefore, the following constraint
relation can be determined:
N(d  tw)  2H (3)
where tw represents the wall thickness around a single channel, and Nmin and Nmax
predetermined values corresponding, respectively, to Hmin and Hmax.
The thermal penetration depth k, the viscous penetration depth v and the critical
temperature are given by the following equations:
k   2Kmcp	 (4)
V   2
m	 (5)
Tcrit. 
	p1s
mcpu1s
(6)
with K being the thermal conductivity, m the mean density, cp the constant pressure
specific heat, 
 is the diffusivity of the working fluid and 	 the angular frequency.
The following boundary conditions must also be enforced:
• Constant hot side temperature (Th);
• Constant cold side temperature (TC);
• Adiabatic boundary, modelling the central axis of the cylindrical stack:
T
r r0  0 (7)
• Free convection and radiation to surroundings (at T) with
temperature-dependent heat transfer coefficient (h), emissivity  and thermal
conductivity (k):
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kT
r rH  h(TS  T)  kb(TS4  T4 ) (8)
3.2 Acoustic power
The acoustic power per channel has been derived by Swift (2002). The following
equation can be derived for N channel:
W  	LN H22(d  tw)k (  1)p
2
c2(1  )
(Tcrit.  1)  vu2 (9)
The relation between the stack perimeter  and the cross-sectional area A, as
determined by Swift (2002) is given by:
  2Ad  tw (10)
The amplitudes of the dynamic pressure p and gas velocity u due to the standing wave
in the tube are given by:
p  pmax cos( 2Za ) (11)
u  umax sin( 2Za ) (12)
with
umax 
pmax
c
(13)
The heat capacity ratio can be expressed by (Zink et al., 2009):
 
(cpk)g
(cps)s
tanh((i  1)y0/k)
tanh((i  1)l/s)
(14)
This expression can be simplified to values of   y0/k if y0/k  1 and   1 if
y0/k  1 (Zink et al., 2009), where y0 half of the channel height is, l is half of the wall
thickness and s is the solid’s thermal penetration depth.
3.3 Viscous resistance
Just as the total acoustic power of the stack was dependent on the total number of
channels, the viscous resistance also depends on this value. The following equation can
be derived (Swift, 2002):
RV 

 L
AC2VN

2

V
L
(d  tw)H2N
(15)
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3.4 Convective heat flux
The mechanism of convection for the thermoacoustic devices in this study is free
convection with air at room temperature. The rate of heat transfer (Long, 1999), Q
o
conv to
surround air due to convection is:
Q
o
conv  hA(TS  T) (16)
The heat transfer coefficient h and the heat flux to the surroundings were estimated
using a linear temperature profile. In this model, the actual temperature distribution
throughout the stack is taken into account by utilizingMATLAB finite element toolbox
(TheMathworks, 2007), which captures the temperature dependence of the heat transfer
coefficient. Only the temperature distribution at the shell surface and the temperature
gradient at the cold side are of interest. Trapp et al. (2011) have derived the final surface
temperature distribution as a function of axial direction Za. It is given by:
TS  ThelnTCTh ZaL (17)
The convective heat transfer coefficient and the radiative heat flux to the surroundings
are assumed to be dependent on this temperature. The total convective heat transfer
across the cylindrical shell in its integral form can be described by:
Qconv  H
0
2

0
L
h(T(z))(T(z)  T)dzd (18)
For the case of a horizontal tube subject to free convection (Baehr and Stephan, 2004), the
heat transfer coefficient h is derived from the Nusselt number, which is a
non-dimensional heat transfer coefficient as follows:
h(Ts) 
kg
2H
Nu (19)
Nu  0.36 
0.518Ra
D
1
4
1  ( 0.559Pr )
9
16
4
9
(20)
This expression depends on the Prandtl number, which can be expressed by:
Pr  

(21)
Ra 
g(TS  T)8H3

(22)
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where Pr is the Prandtl number, TS is the surface temperature, T is the (constant)
temperature of the surroundings,  is the viscosity of the surrounding gas and  is the
thermal diffusivity of the surrounding gas (air). The temperature distribution stated in
equation (17) is then used to determine the convective heat transfer to the surroundings.
After integrating, the following heat flow expression is derived:
Qconv  2HLhTC  THlnTCTH  T (23)
The following constraint can be derived from equation (20) and equation (22):
Za  L logTinfTC  (24)
3.5 Radiative heat flux
For an object having a surface area, A, a temperature, T, surrounded by air at
temperature T, the object will radiate heat at a rate, Q
o
rad (Seaway, 1996):
Q
o
rad  kBA(T4  T4 ) (25)
The radiation heat flux becomes increasingly important as TH increases, as shown in the
following equation:
Qrad  HKB
0
2
 
0
L
(T(z)4  T4 )dzd (26)
where kB is the Stefan–Boltzmann constant, and  is the surface emissivity, which
depends on the emitted wavelength and in turn is a function of temperature. After
integrating, the following heat flow expression is derived:
Qrad  2HLkBTC4  TH44lnTCTH  T4  (27)
3.6 Conductive heat flux
The temperature distribution is used to determine the temperature gradient at the top
surface Za, r H. According to Fourier’s law (Long, 1999), the heat flow, Q
o
cond in the z
direction, through a material is expressed as:
Q
t
 kAT
x
(28)
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The rate at which the flow of heat occurs depends on the material, the geometry and the
temperature gradient; it is specified by its conductivity. Similar to the cylindrical shell,
this heat flux has to be integrated over the whole surface representing the cold side:
Qcond  
0
2

0
H
(kzzTr )drd (29)
Where the value of the axial thermal conductivity kzz is determined by the following
equation (Zink et al., 2009):
kzz 
kStw  kgd
tw  d
(30)
Therefore:
T
z zL 
lnTCTHTCTH
L
(31)
And after integration:
Qcond 
kzz
L
H2TC lnTHTC  (32)
4. Solution methodology of the MMP problem
All the expressions involved in the MMP have been presented in the previous section.
The optimization task is formulated as a five-criteria mixed-integer non-linear
programming problem that simultaneously minimizes the negative magnitude of the
AcousticWorkW (as it is the only objective to bemaximized), the viscous resistance RV,
the convective heat flux Qconv, the radiative heat flux Qrad and the conductive heat flux
Qconv:
(MPF) min
L,H,Za,d,N
  	W(L,H,Za,d,N), RV(L,H,Za,d,N), Qconv(L,H,Za,d,N), Qrad(L,H,Za,d,N), Qcond(L,H,Za,d,N)

(33)
Subject to the constrains described by equations (1), (2), (3) and (24).
In this formulation, (L, H, Za, d, N) denotes the geometric parameters.
There is no single optimal solution that simultaneously optimizes all the five
objectives functions. In these cases, the decision-makers are looking for the “most
preferred” solution. To find themost preferred solution of thismulti-objectivemodel, the
augmented epsilon-constraint method (AUGMECON) as proposed by Mavrotas (2009)
is applied. The AUGMECONmethod has been coded in GAMS. The code is available in
theGAMS library (www.gams.com/modlib/libhtml/epscm.htm)with an example.While
the part of the code that has to do with the example (the specific objective functions and
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constraints), as well as the parameters of AUGMENCON have been modified in this
case, the part of the code that performs the calculation of payoff table with lexicographic
optimization and the production of the Pareto optimal solutions is fully parameterized to
be ready to use.
Practically, the epsilon-constraint method is applied as follows: from the payoff table
the range of each one of the p-1 objective functions that are going to be used as
constraints is obtained. Then the range of the i-th objective function to qi equal intervals
using (qi 1) intermediate equidistant grid points is divided. Thus in total (qi 1) grid
points that are used to vary parametrically the right hand side (ei) of the i-th objective
function is obtained. The total number of runs becomes (q2  1)  (q3  1)  […] 
(qp  1). The epsilon-constraint method has several important advantages over
traditional weighted method. These advantages are listed by Mavrotas (2009). In the
conventional epsilon-constraint method, there is no guarantee that the obtained
solutions from the individual optimization of the objective functions are Pareto optima
or efficient solutions. To overcome this deficiency, the lexicographic optimization for
each objective functions to construct the payoff table for the MMP is proposed to yield
only Pareto optimal solutions (it avoids the generation of weakly efficient solutions)
(Aghaei et al., 2009). The mathematical details of computing payoff table for MMP
problem can be found byAghaei et al. (2009). The augmented epsilon-constraint method
for solvingmodel [equation (33) can be formulated as follows (more details can be found
by Mavrotas (2009) and Aghaei et al. (2009)]:
maxW(L,H,Za,d,N)  dir1 r1  s2r2  s3r3  s4r4  s5r5 
s.t. RV(L,H,Za,d,N)  dir2 s2  e2 (34)
Qconv(L,H,ZA,d,N)  dir3 s3  e3
Qrad(L,H,ZA,d,N)  dir4 s4  e4
Qconv(L,H,ZA,d,N)  dir5 s5  e5
si  
Where diri is the direction of the i-th objective function, which is equal to1 when the
i-th function should be minimized, and equal to 1, when it should be maximized.
Efficient solutions of the problem are obtained by parametrical iterative variations in
the ei. si are the introduced surplus variables for the constraints of the MMP problem.
r1si/ri is used in the second term of the objective function, to avoid any scaling problem.
The formulation of equation (34) is known as the augmented epsilon-constraint method
due to the augmentation of the objective function W by the second term.
5. Case study
To illustrate this approach, a TAC, as described byAtchley et al. (1990), is considered. It
consists of a parallel-plate stack placed in helium-filled resonator. All relevant
parameters are given in Tables I and II.
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The following constraints (upper and lower bounds) have been enforced on variables for
the solver to carry out the search of the optimal solutions in those ranges:
L.lo  0.005; L.up  0.05;
Za.lo  0.005;
H.lo  0.005;
d.lo  2.k; d.up  4.k
(35)
A lexicographic optimization for the payoff table is used; the application of model
equation (34) will provide only the Pareto optimal solutions, avoiding the weakly
Pareto optimal solutions. Efficient solutions of the proposed model have been found
using AUGMENCON method and the LINDOGLOBAL solver. To save
computational time, the early exit from the loops as proposed by Mavrotas (2009)
has been applied. Additionally, a desirable characteristic of the epsilon-constraint
method is that you can control the density of the efficient set representation by
properly assigning the value of grid point. The higher the number of grid point, the
more dense is the representation of the efficient set but with the cost of higher
computation time. The range of each five objective functions is divided in four
intervals (five grid points). The integer variable N has been given values of 20 to 50.
This process generates optimal solutions corresponding to each integer variable.
The computation time for five grid points per objective function varied from
3,061.938 seconds (forN 40) to 15,544.188 seconds (forN 45) in a Pentium IV 1.6
Table I.
Specifications for
thermoacoustic
couple
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Isentropic coefficient  1.67
Gas density  0.16674 kg/m3
Specific heat capacity cp 51,93.1 J/kg.K
Dynamic viscosity 
 1.9561.10-5 kg/m.s
Maximum velocity umax 670 m/s
Maximum pressure pmax 1,14,003 Pa
Speed of sound c 1,020 m/s
Thickness plate tw 1.91.10-4 m
Frequency f 696 Hz
Thermal conductivity helium kg 0.16 W/(m.K)
Thermal conductivity stainless steel ks 11.8 W/(m.K)
Isobaric specific heat capacity cp 5193.1 J/(kg.K)
Table II.
Additional
parameters used for
programming
Parameter Symbol Value Unit
Temperature of the surrounding T 298 K
Constant cold side temperature Tc 300 K
Constant hot side temperature TH 700 K
Wavelength  1.466 m
Thermal expansion  1/K
Thermal diffusivity  2.1117E-5 m2s-1
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GHz computer. Optimal solutions have been found for N  26, N  31, N  33,
N 36, N 38, N 39, N 40, N 42, N 43, N 45 and N 49. The following
section report only five sets of Pareto solutions obtained.
Figure 4 represents the Pareto solutions graphically; it shows that there is not
only a single optimal solution that optimizes the geometry of the regenerator. More
results can be found in Appendix (Figure 5 and Figures A1-A10). To produce as
much acoustic power W as possible and minimize viscous resistance and thermal
losses simultaneously, there is a specific stack length L to which correspond a
specific stack height H, a specific stack position Za, a specific stack spacing d and a
specific number of channels N. This study highlights the fact that the geometrical
parameters are interdependent, which support the use of a multi-objective approach
for optimization. It should be noted that in all cases that locating the stack closer to
the closed end produce the desirable effect. All Pareto optimal solutions can be
identified to reinforce the decision-maker final decision and choice.
These optimal solutions are then used to construct Figure 5 and Figures
A11-A14 representing, respectively, acoustic work, viscous resistance, conductive,
convective and radiative heat fluxes. Five different solutions corresponding to the
Figure 4.
Optimal structural
variables for N 26
Figure 5.
Acoustic power
function of N
describing five
solutions set
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optimal solutions generated in Figures 4 and 5 and A6-A10 are presented.
Considering the decision-maker preference, these figures (Figure 5 and Figures
A11-A14) are good indications of expected objective functions values for specific
geometrical parameters. While maximum value is expected for N  40 for the
acoustic work, minimal values of viscous resistance, conductive heat flux,
convective heat flux and radiative for N  49 (Figure A11), N  26 (Figure A12),
N  39 (Figure A13) and N  39 (Figure A14) are expected. The conflicting nature
of the five objectives can be observed in these profiles.
6. Conclusion
In order for a thermoacoustic engines to be competitive on the current market,
optimization should be performed to improve their overall performance. Previous
studies have relied heavily upon parametric studies. This work targets the geometry of
the thermoacoustic regenerator and uses multi-objective optimization approach to find
the optimal set of geometrical parameters that optimizes the device. Five different
parameters (stack length, stack height, stack placement, stack spacing and number of
channels) describing the geometry of the device have been studied. Five different
objectives have been identified; a non-linear multi-objective programming approach for
thermoacoustic regenerator has been implemented in GAMS. To avoid weakly efficient
point, a payoff table from the lexicographic optimization is used. An improved version
of a multi-objective solution method, i.e. the epsilon-constraint method called
augmented epsilon-constraint method (AUGMENCON) is applied. To illustrate this
approach, five efficient solutions that optimize the regenerator geometry have been
computed; in each case, the acoustic power, the viscous resistance and the thermal losses
have been determined. The lexicographic optimization provides a much more dense
representation of the efficient set and more meaningful results. The geometrical
parameters of the regenerator have been found to be interdependent which support the
use of this multi-objective approach to optimize the geometry of thermoacoustic engine.
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Appendix
Figure A1.
Optimal structural
variables for N 31
Figure A2.
Optimal structural
variables for N 33
Figure A3.
Optimal structural
variables for N 36
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Figure A4.
Optimal structural
variables for N 38
Figure A5.
Optimal structural
variable for N 39
Figure A6.
Optimal structural
variable for N 40
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Figure A7.
Optimal structural
variable for N 42
Figure A8.
Optimal structural
variable for N 43
Figure A9.
Optimal structural
variable for N 45
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Figure A10.
Optimal structural
variable for N 49
Figure A11.
Viscous resistance
function of N
representing five
solutions set
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Figure A12.
Conductive heat flux
function of N
representing five
solutions set
Figure A13.
Convective heat flux
function of N
representing five
solutions set
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Figure A14.
Radiative heat flux
function of N
representing five
solutions set
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